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ABSTRACT 
We study multi-dimensional maps on bounded domains of Rd satisfying the finite range struc- 
ture (FRS) condition, which leads us to countable state sofic systems. Such maps admit u-finite 
ergodic invariant measures equivalent o Lebesgue measures under the local Renyi condition. In 
this paper we show that several ergodic properties still hold even if such invariant measures are 
infinite. We also investigate the validity of Rohlin’s entropy formula and of a variational principle 
for entropy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study piecewise invertible maps with finite range structure 
(FRS) whose symbolic dynamics are countable state sofic shifts. There are ex- 
amples which do not satisfy the Markov condition but satisfy the FRS condi- 
tion (see Section 11). More specifically, assume the following conditions: 
1. T: X-+ XisamaponaboundeddomainXofRd. 
2. Q = Vcdac~ is a generating countable partition of X, consisting of 
measurable connected subsets with piecewise smooth boundaries. 
3. For each X,, T (x, : X, + TX, is a homeomorphism. 
4. Denote X,, n T-‘X,, n ... n T-(“-‘)X,” by X,, . . . . . if its interior is not 
empty. (Or if its interior has positive Lebesgue measure. It is also possible to 
work with this measure theoretical definition.) We call such a set a cylinder of 
rank n. Put U = { TnXa, ...LIm : VX,, ...a., Vn > 0). Then U consists of only finitely 
many subsets of X with positive Lebesgue measures. (FRS condition.) 
We call the quadruple (T, X, Q, U) a piecewise invertible system with FRS. If 
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int(X, fl TXb) # 0 implies int X, s TXb, we say that T satisfies the Markov 
property. Even if the system (T, X, Q, U) does not satisfy the Markov property, 
condition 4 leads us to a nice countable state symbolic dynamics, similar to 
sofic systems. Many examples of such maps come from number theory ([9], [lo], 
[121, p91, [231, [241). If we assume further that T is a piecewise C 1 map so that 3 
becomes 
3’. T IX, is a Ci-diffeomorphism for all X, E Q, 
we can obtain nice invariant measures under certain regularity conditions. To 
specify the conditions, we need some notation. Put 
C(a1...a,) = 
SUP~U~, _(ln WDT’WI 
infxEx,,, ._ ldetDWx)l 
for a cylinder X,, ...a,, and define for given C > 1, R( C . T) to be the set of cy- 
linders X,, _.. a, satisfying C(ai . . . a,) < C. L cn) denotes the family of all cylin- 
ders of rank n and L: = U,” , L((“). The following condition implies a uniform 
bound for metrical distortion under iteration of T. 
(Renyi’s condition). There exists a constant C > 1 such that R( C. T) = C. 
If T satisfies such a bounded distortion property, then the well-known ap- 
proach using a Perron-Frobenius operator applies, so that an ergodic invariant 
measure with density bounded away from zero and infinity exists, and further 
ergodic properties hold ([3], [4], [5], [lo], [12], [13], [17], [22], [26], [27]). Even if 
Renyi’s condition does not hold, nice invariant measures with unbounded 
densities may exist, under the FRS condition and the local Renyi condition 
([9]). Many examples of such maps can be found in [23] and [24]. The paper [9] 
contains a proof of the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. (The existence of an ergodic invariant measure equivalent to 
Lebesgue measure). Let (T, X, Q, U) b e a p iecewise invertible system with FRS 
satisfying the condition 3*. Assume that there exists a constant C > 1 such that 
R( C . T) # 0 and satisfying the following conditions: 
(l-l) Xb, ...bka, ...a, E R(C . T) if X,, ...a, E R(C . T). (The local Renyi condi- 
tion.) 
(l-2) Each U E 2.4 contains a cylinder X,, ...a, satisfying X0$ E R(C. T) and 
TSX,, . ..a. = X. (The transitivity condition.) 
(l-3) Define V,, = {X, ,... a.: X, ,... a, $!R(C.T) for 1 < iln} andput D, = 
ux,, .O” tz& x4 . ..a.. (For n = 0 weput DO = X.) Then limn,, X(D,) = 0, where X 
is the normalized Lebesgue measure of X. 
Under the above conditions, (T, X, Q, 24) admits an ergodic o-jinite invariant 
measure /I equivalent to X. If we assume 
(l-3)* C,“o X(D,) < cc 
instead of (l-3) then p isfinite. 
In [23] and [24], properties of the finite measure preserving dynamical system 
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(T, X, Q,U, p) arising from condition (1-3)’ of the above theorem were in- 
vestigated. In particular, it was shown that 
l the system is exact, 
l the singular points of the density of ~1 with respect o X were characterized, 
l Rohlin’s entropy formula holds under a suitable condition. 
In this paper, we study properties of the infinite measure preserving dyna- 
mical system arising from condition (l-3) of the above theorem. We show under 
certain conditions that 
l the system is conservative and exact (Section 2-4) 
l the system is rationally ergodic (Section 5), 
l the wandering rate can be determined (Section 6), 
l Rohlin’s entropy formula remains valid (Section 7) 
l the singular points of the density of ,u with respect to X can be character- 
ized (Section 9). 
Returning to the finite measure case, we establish a variational principle for 
entropy (Section 8). Finally, we discuss the relation between FRS and count- 
able state sofic systems from a topological viewpoint (Section 10). The ex- 
amples in Section 11 conclude our presentation. Our work owes much to pre- 
vious studies of infinite measure-preserving transformations. In particular, we 
want to mention the article of Thaler [21], dealing with the one-dimensional 
case. Our results extend those in [2] and [21]. 
2. CONSERVATIVITY AND JUMP TRANSFORMATIONS 
We assume all conditions in the previous section, throughout this paper, 
except Section 10, i.e., (T,X, Q = {Xa}aE,, U) is a piecewise invertible system 
with FRS satisfying 3*, (l-l), (l-2), and (l-3). We first prepare some notation. 
Let (X, F’, A) be the normalized Lebesgue space. For n 2 1, put 
Z% = {Xa, . ..a. E L(“): -G I... a _, n E n-1, J&, . ..a. E R(C. T)} 
and denote & = Uxa, .. a” E a, &, ._. +. It follows from (l-3) that lJr= 1 B, = X 
(A mod 0) (see [9]). Define a map T* : U,“, B,, + X by T*x = Tjx for x E Bj. 
We call the T’ a jump transformation over R(C . T). By restricting T* on X* = 
X\K=o T*-m(n,_,cl Dn), we have a transformation of X’, and as X* = X 
(A mod 0) we use the same notation T * for this restriction on X*. Define 
I” = lJF=“=, {(al.. .a,,) E I”: X,,,,.,n E &} and Q* = {Xa}aEIe. For Q E Z* we 
denote the length of the sequence a by Ial. l**(“) and C* are defined as well as 
above, with respect to T*. Put U* = {T *“X,, ..,a, : n > 0, X,, .,,a, E l*(“)}. 
Then (T*, X*, Q* = {x,},~~., U *) is a piecewise invertible system with FRS 
satisfying the Renyi’s condition for the C > 1, so T’ admits a finite ergodic in- 
variant measure u equivalent to X with density bounded away from zero and 
infinity (G-i 5 dv/dX < G). ,u, the invariant measure for T is given by using 
this T *-invariant measure v as follows: 
(2-l) p(E) = 2 V(T-“E n &) (VE E F). (Cf. L9l.j 
n=O 
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From the above formula, we can also find the formula of the invariant density 
of p: 
for a.e. x E X, (where d(n) stands for (4 . . 4) and $d, . ..d. denotes the inverse 
map of T IX,, dm, (T 1 x,, ,. 4)-1 : Tn& . ..d. + &, . ..d.). As Y is finite, T’ is con- 
servative with respect o v and so that with respect o X. This fact leads us to the 
following: 
Theorem 2.1. T is conservative. 
Proof. First we show that the wandering sets with respect to (T, p) must be 
wandering sets with respect to (T *, v). Let p(A rl T-‘A) = 0 for all i > 1. As 
T*-‘(A n X*) = U +; ,... ,p nx* n T*% ,... *,) 
X 0, ..a EL’(‘) 
c u 
T-(cj=#jl)(A n X* f-j TxJ=IIajtX,, .,,ai) 
n,. ,Ll, EL*(‘) 
(where $i, __, oli denotes (T * 1 
AnX nT _ ,,:,:p * *i * - U A n x* n T-C;=W(A f--l x*) 
xa n, EC’(‘) 
for all i 2 1. It follows from the fact 
that 
&4 n X* n T -~~=++~(A n x*)) = 0 
o=cL u 
( 
A n X* n T-C;=M(A n X*) 
x,, ,, (2, EL *V) > 
2 p(A n X* n T*(-‘)(A n X*)) 
2 v(A n X* n T*(-‘)(A n X*)) (Vi 2 0). 
Thus A n X* is a wandering set for (T *, v). The conservativity of (T*, v) 
gives v(A n X*) = 0 and so X(A n X*) = X(A) = 0. As p N X, we also have 
p(A) = 0. 0 
3. INDUCED TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE UNIQUENESS OF p 
We call the constant C (> 1) satisfying (l-l) of Theorem 1.1, the local Renyi 
constant for T, and we say that T satisfies the local Renyi condition if T admits 
such a local Renyi constant. The formula (2-l) in Section 2 seems to suggest a 
dependence of p on C, because the jump transformation itself depends on the 
local Renyi constant. As the p we obtained from (2-l) is ergodic and equivalent 
to X, p is unique under the condition (l-3)*. Even if (l-3)’ does not hold, the 
condition (l-3) under which p can be infinite is enough to obtain uniqueness of 
p. We prove this in two ways; one of these uses the induced transformation and 
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the other uses the Chacon-Ornstein-Silva-Thieullen’s ratio ergodic theorem 
WI). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that T satisfies the local Renyi condition. Let C > 
C’ > 1 be the local Renyi constants for 1: Let pc and pc’ be T invariant 
measures which are given by the formula (2-l), respectively. Then for any A E 3 
satisfying 
0 < ,uC’(A) < co, we have pc j,t = constant x ,LL” (A. 
Remark A. ,LL’ 5 G2pc’ for C’ < C. 
In fact, as R(C’ . T) & ‘R(C T) and so 0: C 0: (Vn >_ 0), ,nC’(E) 2 
G-t ~~zO X(T-“E n 0,“‘) 2 G-l Cr& X(T-“E n 0,“) 2 G-2pC(E) (VE E 3). 
Corollary 3.1. For VA E 3 with 0 < p’(A) < 00, p’(A) = constant x pC’(A). 
As T is conservative with respect to X, we can define the induced transfor- 
mation TA over A E 3 with positive finite measure. Let us define 
A, = A n T-IA, Ak=A”(>; T’Ar)“T-*A (k>2) 
inductively. Put FO = A and we define Fk = A n (n,“= 1 T -iA C, for k 2 1. Then 
A = (IJL =, A,) U Ft is a disjoint union for each 1 2 1, and it follows from the 
conservativity of T that U,“, A,, = A (Xmod 0). So TA is defined on lJr= 1 A,, 
andTAx=T”xforxEA,. 
The following is a well-known lemma, see e.g. [6]. 
Lemma 3.1. p 1~ is a TA-invariant measure which isfinite, ergodic and equivalent 
to x IA. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < X(A) < 00 and let VA be afinite TA-invariant measure. Then 
thefollowing (Kac’s) formula gives T-invariant measure pyA; 
m 
CL”“(E) = c L'A(~ T-%, where FO = A. 
k=O 
Remark B. The finiteness of ,LL,,” isdetermined by the finiteness of cp= 1 vA (Fk). 
Note that Up=, Fk = A (X mod 0) and so pLvA isa-finite. Assume that VA < X (A. 
Then even if cp= 1 VA (Fk) = cm, the conservativity of T with respect o X allows 
us to have: limk,, I/A(Fk) = Y.dnr=O Fk) = 0. 
Lemma 3.3. If U,Eo T-iA = X (Xmod 0), then pPIA = p. 
Remark C. The conservativity and the ergodicity of T with respect to X allows 
us to have U~Eo TekA = X (Xmod 0). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. First we note the following equality. For each k 2 0, and 
E E 3, 
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The assumption limk + W p( (lJf= 0 T +A)‘) = 0 gives 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. Let 0 < p c(A), pc’(,4) < co. It follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that pc /A and I_L” ) A are finite, ergodic, TA invariant measure 
equivalent to A IA, so pc IA = constant x CL” IA. Both of them reconstruct pc 
and bc’ by Kac’s formula respectively because of the ergodicity and the con- 
servativity of T, i.e., ppclA = pc, ppc, lA = p". Consequently, we have pc(A) = 
constant x ,u~‘(A) for any A E 3 with 0 < pc(A) < 00 and 0 < pC’(A) < 00. 
As both pc and pc’ are a-finite, p’(A) < co implies pc’(A) < 00. q 
(Another proof by using the ‘Chacon-Ornstein-Silva-Thieullen’s ratio ergodic 
theorem’). For V,4 E 3 with 0 < pc(A), pC’(A) < 00, as 1~ E L’(X, pc) n 
,5*(X, hc’), it follows from the Chacon-Ornstein-Silva’s ratio ergodic theorem 
that there exists a K > 0 such that J ~A(X)~/J’(X)/J CARPS’ = K, so 
J” 1~ (x)( 1 - kd~c/d~c’(x))d~c(x) = 0. Note that pc is equivalent o tic’. Con- 
sequently, we have (~,u~~&~)(x) = constant for a.e. x E A. 0 
4. EXACTNESS 
As we mentioned in Section 1, we have already obtained exactness of (T, p) 
under the condition (l-3)*. In this section, we only assume (l-3) which admits 
an infinite invariant measure. 
Theorem 4.1. T is an exact endomorphism. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (T, X, Q, U) be a piecewise invertible system with FRS and ad- 
mit a constant C > 1 such that R(C. T) = L, i.e., T satisfy Renyi’s condition. 
Then for any measurable set A andfor any cylinder X,, .,,ah E L, we have 
C-‘X(TkX&) n A) < x(%(k) f-~ T-kA) 
x(x4k)) 
5 c(min{x( U) : U E U})-‘il(Tk&) n A). 
(Here a(k) standsfor al . . . ak.) 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By using the change of variable formula in integration, we 
have 
s 
X,,,,, n T -“A 
rkXa;)oA ldet Dr/4+&)ld~(X). 
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The result follows immediately from Renyi’s condition and the FRS condi- 
tion. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Define the function nk : X* --t N (k > 1) by Tyke = 
T nk(x)x. Then nk(x) = j if and only if x is contained in a T *-cylinder X,, ._. Qk of 
rank k such that IQ,] + ... + \okl =j. Let A E n,“=, T-“F. This implies that 
for every n > 0, there exists a set A, E F such that A = T-“A, ([14]). Assume 
that X(A) > 0. Applying the previous lemma to our jump transformation 
(T*, X”, Q*,U*), we have 
(4-l) C-lX(T*kX a, . ..a.(~) n An+)) I WA 11 L*t’k’)(~) 
and 
C’JV*kX,, . ..ak(x) “Ank(X,) L E(~A )I L**ck))(x), 
where X x is t e unique T*-cylinder of rank k containing x, C’ = 
C(min{<;/j*(3E L(jF- i, and E(~A 11 C*(k)) d enotes the conditional expecta- 
tion of 1~ with respect to L: *ck). As VP= 1 L*(k) = F(X mod 0), it follows from 
the ‘martingale theorem’ that 
lim E(~A 11 c*ck))(x) = 1,4(x) 2 1’ 
k-cc 
im,i~f, C-‘X(T*kX,, ...a,(x) n A,,(,)). 
The inequality shows that the positivity of the right hand implies lo = 1 
a.e. x E X, so A = X (X mod 0). Put K = {x E X: limk,, E(lA (1 L*‘k))(~) = 
lo}. From the martingale theorem we have X(A n K) = X(A) > 0, and 
l_Jr=s T*-k(A n K) = X (A mod 0) because T * is conservative and ergodic. So 
for a.e. x E X, 3t > 0 such that T*lx E A n K. Note that 
>immE(la )I L*(k))(x) < limkmn{C’X(T”kX,, ...ak(~) n&,(,))}. 
In fact, from (4-l) we have 
C’V*kX,, ..&) n A,,(,)) - E(~A (( L*‘k’)(~) 2 0 
for all k > 0, so that 
limki_nfm{C’X(TXkX,, ...ak(x) n A,+)) - E(l.4 11 L*“)(x)} 
= limkinfm{C’X(T*kX,,, ..,a,(~) n A,,(,.)} - lo 2 0. 
Thus for a.e. x, 3 > 0, 
1 = lA(T*‘x) 5 limkinfm{C’X(T*kX,, ...ak(T*fx) n AnkcTatxJ)}. 
If t = 0, then 
0 < lim~_nfmX(T*~X~,..,a,,(~) n&,(,1) L limki2L&4,(,)). 
Let t > 1. We remark that 
nk(T*‘X) = t’tk+t(X) -n,(X). 
As 
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for all n > k 2 0 and T is onto (because of the transitivity condition (l-2) in 
Theorem l.l), we have A, = TkA,_k(Xmod 0), so for k > 1 A,,+,(,) = 
T”+)A nkcT*cx). Put y = T *‘x. The following equalities are needed later: 
@T +A Md 
(4-2) 
Put E F E(Y) = A(A,,(,)) > 0 and define Lc,(“r(*)) c L(“‘(“)) such that 
x ( U &(n,(x), L 1 - E/2, x7(n,(x)) E d+ ) 1 
and #,!Zp@)) < 00, where Mx)) #LE denotes the number of elements of _LcE(nl(x)). 
Then 
If not, i.e., 
max-NA,(,) n X(,,(,))) : &(n,(x)) E @(*))} < 2(11& ’ 
then 
x A,(Y) r-l u G+)) 
‘L,.,,,, E JL > 
5 #& max{W,(,) n X,(,,(Xl)) : X(n,(x)) E L) < 4 
(Here we denote Ljnt@)) by L, for convenience.) 
AS 
Wn,(,)) z - E X 
we have a contradiction. Suppose that 
maWA+ n X(+))) : X(+)) E U = W,(,) n J&,cx~$ 
Since T”f(“) is invertible on X+,(,JJ, inf,l E x+c,,, jdet DT”t(X)(x’) ( = 0 may hap- 
pen only on ~X,,,,,,,J,. That is, 361 > 0, 362 > 0 and 3 V c A,(,) n X~cn,cxJJ such 
that X(V) 2 Si and inf,!, v ldet DT"t(*)(.x')( 2 62. It follows from (4-2) and the 
above consideration that 
W ‘k(x)A nk(y)) > max{XT’@)(A,,(,) n &(,,(,)))): &(nt(x)) E L) 
> - s (detDT’Q@)(x’)ldX(x’) 2 6162. 
A%(Y) n x&,(X)) 
Consequently, for E E X(A,,(,)) > 0,361,& > 0 such that 
&4,+,(,)) = W”‘(Xkk(,j) 2 624 > 0. 
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Next we will show that 
lim SUP +*Q&, . ..&) n A& > 0 
k-m 
a.e. x E X. Assume that 24 = {Us, Vi, . . . , UN} and each lJj contains a cylinder 
X a, ...aS, (C Vi) such that Xa8, E R(C . T) and T$J X,, .,.aS, = X (the condition (l-2) 
in Theorem 1.1). Put s = LCM{Sj : 0 5 j 5 N}. Then each Uj contains a cylin- 
der X,C,)(,) of rank s such that TsXa(j,(s) = X. If ‘ds’ 2 S, X(&r) = 0, then we 
have two possible cases as follows: 
CUR? (a): x = u;=, &. 
Case (b): D, = Ds+l = ... = Ds+k (Vk > 0). 
Case (a) was done in [23] since I_L is finite. In case (b), we have a contradiction 
to the assumption (l-3) in Theorem 1 .l. So without loss of generality, we assume 
3s’ > s such that X(B,j) > 0. It follows from the conservativity and the ergodi- 
city for T * that Cpz, lT+k)B,, (x) = Cp= 1 IS,, ( T*kx) = 00 a.e. x E X. We 
remark that each X,(jj(S) 
such that T”‘X 
(C Uj) contains a cylinder of rank s’X,(,)(,),,,,,, C Uj 
n(,+jc..,c = X by using the cylinder X, E R(C. T) such that 
TX,: = X. (The transitivity condition (l-2) in Theorem 1.1 requires such a 
cylinder X,.) As X(&c,) n T”‘X a(l)~s)c...c) = WA& > 0 for each j E 
. / 
f&l,. . . , W, W-n,(,) n Xaqs)c...c )‘> 0. To obtain this, it is enough to see 
. ~ J 
S’ 
the following equalities: 
W-%,(x) n Xaqs)c...c) = A($ d~)(~)~...~(&(~) n TS’Xdj)(+...,)) \ / 
= .I” ldetD~Cl,(J)(,),...,(x’)ldX(x’), 
A .kW 
because of the local invertibility and &4,,(,.) > 0. Note that 
n,‘(X) - S’ = n&,(X) +r~,(T*(~-‘)x) -S’. 
Since 
&%,(,J-,~ n T*X,, . ..ak(x)) = X(T-%,(,) n T*X,, . ..a.,(~)) 
> X(T-S’4,(,~ n Xa(j)(s)c...c) > 0, 
for each large k X(A,,_,(,)+.,(,.(~-I,,)_,, n T*X,, . ...(x)) > 0. As X(B,f) > 0 
and T* is conservative, T*(k-l)x belongs to B,I for infinitely many k. Thus 
lim supk ~ o. X(A,(,) n T’X,, ...al,(~)) > 0. Hence 
IA(X) = ipmE(lA I( L*ck’)(X) = 1 
a.e. x E X. Consequently, we have for A E nrzo=, T-“F with X(A) > 0 A = 
X(Xmod 0). q 
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5. RATIONAL ERGODICITY 
Definition. A conservative ergodic measure preserving transformation on a 
a-finite measure space (X, .T, p) is called rationally ergodic, if there exists a set 
A E F of positive measure such that 
(5-l) 
n-l 
k=O 
where a,(A) = CzzA p(A n TkA). This condition (5-l) implies that the fol- 
lowing ratio limit theorem holds for all Ai, AZ, Cl, C2 E A n 3 of positive 
measure 
(5-2) lim C;‘:, ~(A1 nT-kC1>l~L(A1) = ~(CI)IcL(C2). 
n+m XII:: 1.~642 n T-kC2)/&42) 
(WI). 
Remark D. We already know the following fact from the Chacon-Ornstein 
ratio ergodic theorem: for p a.e. x E X 
3 lim C;-=:, lC,(TkX) 
n+m C;=:, l&“kx) = p(c1)i4c2)’ 
For the rational ergodicity, we need the following two conditions. 
(5-3) There exists a sequence {A4,,}nk 1 such that for each n 2 I 
C(al . . . a,) I A4, for V-Y,, ...a, E C @). 
Remark E. Under (5-3) we can obtain a monotone increasing sequence 
{ML,, such that for each n 2 1 
C(ai...ak)<Mi for VX,, .,.ak E _Cck) andME {1,2 ,..., n}. 
In fact, it is enough to put M,’ = max{ML_ 1, M,} (ML = Ml) inductively. For 
m2 l,put Wm=max{w,: 1 <l<m},where 
Then 
(5-4) W,<oo forVm>l. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. Assume 
further (5-3) and (5-4). Then T is rationally ergodic. In fact for each m > 1, 
lJ,“=, Bk satisfies (5-l). 
Lemma 5.1. (5-4) impZies that 
dp 
do (x) I C3GWm < 00 for a.e. x E fi Bk. 
k=l 
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let I$) E R( C . T). By using the formula (2-2) and the 
change of variable formula in integration, we have 
P(%),(m)) 
As inf,, P+~x~~~)~(,) )det D$+)b(q(X)\ is bounded from above by 
inf 
XE T”+‘Xd(n)6(l) 
ldet Wd(iz) NW) (x)) I 
)( 
ldetW&4l)~ 
we have 
P&(++n) 1 
. X(T ~+%I(~)~(I) n x a(m) . 
On the other hand, we see easily that 
Combining these facts, we have 
~(~(U4d < C3G z 
x(xb(/)a(m)) - 
c inf 
n=O Xdcn, ED, .YE T”Xd(n) nxb(l) 
IdetW,d(n)(Y)I. 
As Vz o T pi Q generates F, we obtain that 
& dX (x) 2 C3Gw~ for Vx E BI. 
The desired result is obtained immediately. 0 
Remark F. The similar argument allows us to obtain the converse of Lemma 
5.1 ([25]). The condition (5-4) can be checked explicitly for many number 
theoretical transformations (1231, [24]). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let A = U:=, Bk. As dp/dX 5 C3G W,,, a.e. on A, we 
have 
,s 
(z. 1,Tk)2d&4 
n-l n-l 
s2c c S 
i=O j=O ,4npfAnT-l,4 
$ GW(x) 
n-l n-l 
5 2C3~?f7,,, C C X(A n T-‘A n T-jA) 
i=O j=i 
n-l n-l 
5 2C3GWmK,, C C X(A n T-‘A)X(A n T-(jpi)A), 
i=O j=i 
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where K, = (min{X(A n T-‘A) : 0 5 i 5 n}) -I. Note that 
dp/dA = (dv/dX)(dp/dv) 2 dv/dA 2 G-l. 
Then we have 
s @O > 
lATk(x) 2dp(x) 5 2C3 W&&G3 “2’ ,u(A n T-‘/t) 
( 
2 
. 
i=O > 
Next we will show that the constant K,, is bounded from above by a constant 
depending only on m. Let i > m. Since A = Ur=, Bk can be written as a union 
of cylinders of rank m contained in A, we have 
X(A n T-‘A) = C X(X,,,, II T-‘A) 
x o(m) C A 
=&A T x ’ 
IdetW+)(x)ldX(x). 
m ,+) nT-(-m)A 
It follows from the condition (5-3) that X(A n T-‘A) is bounded from below by 
wi’ c wa,nt,) A( T”X+,) n T-(‘-m)A). 
%,m, C A 4Trn%?l)) 
As we saw in the previous section, it follows from (l-2) that there exists a cy- 
linder such that X, E R(C . 7’) and TX, = X. So we can find a cylinder 
x +,I C A such that T”X+,J = X. In fact, it is enough to take XC c. Hence 
w 
m-times 
X(A n T-‘A) 2 M,-‘X(& . c)X(T-(i-m)A). 
W 
m-times 
As X-LB1 &A, ~(T-(i-m)A)=X(T-i(Ux~c,)cA TmX&,J))=X(T-iX)= 
m-times 
1. Thus for i > m we have A(An T-‘A) > M,-‘X(Xw), and K,, _< 
m--tlmel 
6. ON WANDERING RATES 
In this section, under the assumption C,“. X(Dn) = 00 with (l-3), we will 
prove the results on wandering rates which are a generalization of Theorem 4.1 
of [2] (Cf. [21]). 
Let A E .F and put A0 = A. We define Ak for k 2 1 inductively by 
Ak= T-*A\(;g; .-j/t). 
The wandering rate of A is defined by 
LA(n) = P( ,Go T-IA) = k$o P(Ak). 
Let Fe denote the ring generated by R( C . T). 
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Theorem 6.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 .l, assume further that 
C,“=O X(D,) = co and (5-4) holds. If A E 3 is afinite union of sets in R(C . T), 
thenLA(n) -L En asn-+co,forVBE3nA,X(B)>O. ( ) 
Corollary 6.1. There exists an increasing sequence L(n) such that 
LB(n) - L(n) 
Lemma 6.1. Let Xo(k) ER(C-T), B~3TnX+),andput 
L = (max{x( Vi): 0 5 i 5 N}/min{X(Uj): 0 5 i 5 N})2. 
Then for all n > 0 and V&c,,) E C(“) with X(&c,, n T--B) > 0, there exists a 
constant y E [CW4L-‘, C4L] satisfying: 
&G(n) n T-“B) = W 
X(Xb(n)a(k)) wz. 
(Cf. Lemma 2.3 in [2].) 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. If we prove for B = Xa(k)c(,) with X,(l) E R(C. T), then 
the result follows as L‘ generates 3. From the local Renyi condition (l-l) and 
the equality: T ’ + kXb(n)a(k)c(I) = T” + kXb(n)a(k) n Xc(,), we have the following 
constant by which X(T”+k+‘Xb(,),(k),(l)) isbounded from above; 
C2 XE$;ckjcc,j ldet~T”+k(41 $$,, ldetDT’(x)IX(Xb(n)n(k)c(/)). 
e 
Further, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
A similar argument yields: 
Replacing &++(Q(,) with X+)c([), we have in the same way that 
C-2X(X,(k)c(r))X(TkX(k)) < x(x,($ < C2X(X,(k)e(r))X(TkX=(k)) 
X(X,(k))X(Tk+‘X,(k),(I)) - W%(I)) - X(X,(k))X(Tk+‘X,(k)c(r)) 
Combining the above inequalities, we obtain the desired result. 0 
Remark G. Let A E R(C ’ T) and B C A. Then for any k > 0 and any 
xb, ...bn+k E l(“+k) satisfying A(&,, .,.bn+k n T-“B) > 0, 
qxb, ...bn+k n T-B) 
x(xb, . ..b.+l, n T-A) ’ 
c4Lx(xbn+, . ..b”+lr n B) 
x(xb,+, ...bn+k f-l A) . 
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In fact, as xb, ...b"+lr nT-"A=Xb ,... b,nT-n(&n+ ,... bn+&+nd&+ ,.., bn+knA 
is at mOSt a cylinder, we can apply Lemma 6.1 to &,+l ,,,b.+l, n A. 
In order to prove Theorem 6.1, we give the following observation. Let A’ = 
A n (nTz:-’ T-jAc), where A E L W) As T-iA’ (1 <j 5 k+Z- 1) consists . 
of cylinders of rank j + K and the maximal rank of such cylinders is at most 
k+Z+K- 1, we can denote A’by l_lx. <,._<k+ltK~, E.4’ &...Q+/+K-I. Let B be a 
cylinder contained in A. Then we can apply the inequality in Remark G by re- 
Placing xb, _.. b,,+k with A’ as follows: 
(6-l) 
X(A’ n T++‘)B) 7X(B) 
3y E [C4L-l, C4L] such that X(A, n T_(k+,JA) = -. 
X(A) 
In case A is a finite union of cylinders, the inequality (6-l) still holds. 
Proposition 6.1. Let A = lJ:= 1 Ai, where Ai E R( C. T) n LcK), and let B = 
ufzl B’, Bc A, h w ere B’ is a cylinder contained in Ai, of rank K + K/, where 
K = maxl<i<,{Ki}. Put A’ = A n (nap:-’ T-iAC). Then 
37 E [Ce4Lp1, C4L] such that 
X(T-@+‘)Bn A’) X(B) 
X(T-(“+‘)A n A’) = min{A(Ai): 1 5 i 5 t} ’ 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Note that A can be represented as a union of cylinders 
ofrankKandA’=An(njkz:-’ T-iAC) can be represented as a union of cy- 
linders of rank at most k + I+ K - 1. It follows from the above consideration 
that 
X(T-(kf’)B n A’) 
sr,k c X(B’) X(A)X(T_ (k+‘)Ai n X, ...Q+I+K-,)I 
i=l x c,. er+,+n-, CA’ ’ 
since A; consists of cylinders of rank K so that X,,,,, , .,,ck+,+K_, 2 Ai 2 B’. This 
completes the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. First we remark that 3m > 0 such that Uy= 1 Bi 2 A. It 
follows from the (Kac’s) formula: 
andLemma5.1thatforBEFnAandk> 1, 
p@-*B\;; T-jA) 5 C3GW+‘, X(A r-i T-(‘+‘)By;fi;’ T-jA). 
From Proposition 6.1 we have a constant 7 E [CM4L-‘, C4L], so that 
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Remark that 
ij T-k/j 
\ 
lj T-kB 2 (A\B) u rj T-k(A\B) 
k=O k=O k=l \ 
“6’ T-‘A. 
jz0 
It follows from the above consideration that 
LA(n) - b(n) 
5 p(A \B) + 2 E X T-ck+‘)A n A 
C3GW,,,yX(A\B) 
k=l I=1 ( yT$’ ‘-jA) minl<i<,{X(Ai)} 
’ C3GW, ‘(A \B) 
{ 
1 ’ k~, ~(Ak) min, .~,;X(A ,)) 
I 1 
because of 
zi p(T-(k+i)A n A\“Ibr’ T-jA) = 11(7-*A\il T+A) = p(Ak). 
Thus 
LB(~) 2 LA(n)(l - C3GKJ(A \B)W)), 
where 8(A) = l/p(A) + G. y/ minl<i<t{X(Ai)}. By replacing B with An _ _ 
(Uf=, T-iB), we have 
L,,(u,+,r-,Bj(n) 2 LA(n) 1 - C3GWJ A 
( ( \jfO j > 
U T-B W) 
Note that LB(n) - LE(~ + d) and LAn(“y=,T-,B)(n) I LB(~ + 4. Then 
LB(n) - L~(n + d, 2 L,“(Up_,T-lB)(n) 
>LA(n) 1 - C3GW,,,X A ( \jo T_jB)@(A)} 
and X(A\lJy=o T-jB) + 0 as d + co. The result follows from LB(IZ) 5 
LA(n). 0 
7. ROHLIN’S ENTROPY FORMULA 
We have already obtained a sufficient condition for the validity of Rohlin’s 
formula under the condition (l-3)’ which guarantees the finiteness of ,LL ([24]). 
Here we will discuss the validity of the Rohlin’s formula in case p is infinite. 
(7-l) There exists a cylinder X, E f3i such that 
logldetDTxQ(x)l E L’(X,,J+ IX,), 
where Txa denotes the induced transformation of T over X,. 
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Theorem 7.1. Under the condition (7-l), 
h(p, T) = J” log (det DT(x)(dp(x) < CO. 
x 
Remark H. For A E F with 0 < p(A) < 00, the number p(A)h(p IA/~(A), TA) 
is independent of A, so that the number is defined as entropy of T with respect 
to p. 
Remark I. As the induced system (TX,, p IX,) satisfies the Renyi condition, 
p Ix, is a finite invariant measure with density bounded away from zero and 
infinity, so that (7-l) yields the following formula: 
h(p IX,, TX,) = J logldetDTxa(x)ld(p Ix,)(x) 
r? 
(see D41, ~41). 
Remark J. Under the condition (7-l), we have for A = X, the following: 
= i logldetDTA(x)ld(p (A)@) < 00. 
Lemma 7.1. For A = X, satisfying condition (7-l) 
s log(detDTA(x)ld(~ IA)(x) = s log(detDT(x)Jdp(x) < 00. 
A X 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. First we remark that T-invariance of p leads TA-invariance 
of p (A from Lemma 3.1. 
An (f-j;=, T-jAc) 
Put Ak = A n ($/ T-iAc) n T-kA and Fk = 
as in Section 3. The following equalities are easy to verify. 
_f hsldetDTA(x)ld(~ (A)(X) 
A 
= kE, ; 1% iDTk(x)Id(P (A)(X) 
k 
= $11 J” 1% ldetWT”-‘-W(~ IA)(X) 
n-l 
idetD$u, . ..bnm2(X)I logldetDT(x)I 
hnuz 
4P lx ) 
. --jf- (hb, ...bn-2(x))dA(x). 
The result follows from the above and the formula of the invariant density of p 
which is obtained from the Kac formula in Lemma 3.2. •I 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. It is an immediate consequence of Remark I and Lemma 
7.1. 0 
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8. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR THE ENTROPY 
In [26], the existence and ergodic properties of maps which expand dis- 
tances satisfying the bounded distortion property (Renyi’s condition) were 
established along the line of well-known theory. The key of the proof is to 
define a Perron-Frobenius operator acting on a suitable space of measurable 
functions and to show a convergence theorem for the powers of the operator. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we can not use Renyi’s condition so that 
we can not use such an operator. However we have already succeeded to ob- 
tain nice invariant measures ([9]) and Rohlin’s entropy formula in case p is 
finite ([24]). 
First we summarize the notations. Let X be a compact metric space and X be 
an open dense subset of 8. C(X) denotes the Banach space of real-valued 
continuous functions on X, and C(X) denotes the space of continuous func- 
tions on X. M(X) denotes the collection of all probability measures on the 
o-algebra of Bore1 sets of 8. If p E M(X) andf E C(X) p(f) denotes the in- 
tegral off with respect to p. Let X0 be an open dense subset of X and suppose 
T : X0 -+ X is a continuous map of X0 onto X such that {T-lx} is at most 
countable for each x E X. 
Remark K. A piecewise invertible system (T, X, Q,Lf) satisfies the above con- 
ditions. It suffices to see that X0 = X\ UaEI 8X, and X(X0) = X(X). 
Let M(X) be the collection of all probability measures defined on the Bore1 
subsets 3 of X and M(X, T ) denotes the collection of all T-invariant ones. For 
m E M(X) and for a subalgebra 3’ of 3, Em(f ( 3’) denotes the conditional 
expectation off with respect to 3’ and Zm(3 13’) denotes the conditional in- 
formation of 3 with respect to 3’. 
Definition. We say that p E M(X, T ) is an equilibrium state for cp E C(Xo) if 
(S-l) p(Zfi(3 1 T-‘3) + ‘p) L m(L(3 1 T-‘3) + cp) (h E M(X, T)). 
Let h(x) be the invariant density of p and put g(x) = h(x)/ldetDT(x)lhT(x). 
Then we have: 
Lemma 8.1. CyET-,x g(y) = 1. 
Proof. The result follows from the equality 
h(x) = aTf IdetD~,,(x)IhlCl,(x)lTx~(X) (A a.e.1. 0 
Let f E C(X). Then 3F > 0 such that f(x) E [F-l, F] on 8, so that from 
Lemma8.1wehaveC,,.-I,g(y)f(y)E[F-1,F].ThusC,,T~,xg(y)f(y)is 
uniformly bounded on X, hence integrable on X. This consideration leads to an 
important property of g(x) for our purpose. 
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Lemma 8.2. 
Proof. The result follows from the change of variable formula. q 
Lemma 8.3. p-a.e. x E X 
J%(f) T-w4 = c ‘dYV(Y). 
ye T-‘TX 
Proof. It follows from the previous lemma that 
,s f(x)&(x) = L 
Y 
E g, Tx g( v)f( y)@(x) 
because of T-invariance of p. As C yE r_, rX g( y)f( y) is T -‘F-measurable we 
have finished the proof. q 
Lemma 8.4. Z,(F ) T-IF)(x) = - logg(x). 
Proof. Note that 
Z,(F 1 T-‘Wx) = -& lA(4 log(Q(b 1 T-%(x)) 
= -& IA (4 1% ( c 
YE T-‘TX 
gmw)), 
where the summation is taken over all atoms A of F. The result follows from 
the generating condition: .F = V,“=, TenQ. q 
More generally, we have: 
Proposition 8.1. Let m E M(X, T) and let g, : X0 + R be the function defined 
a.e. (m) by E,(fl T-IF)(x) = C yET-~Tx gAy)f(y). Then LA3 ( T-l.? = 
- logg, andJx {I,(F) T-IF) + logg(x)}dm(x) 5 0. 
Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the definition of the 
conditional information as in the previous lemma. The second assertion is ob- 
tained along the line of the proof of Theorem 10 in [26]. 0 
Combining the above results we can obtain the desired result. 
Theorem 8.1. The T-invariant finite measure p obtained in Theorem 1.1 is an 
equilibrium statefor - log ]det DT(x)l. If Rohlin’s entropyformula holds, then we 
can restate (8-l) as 
h,(T) - J logldetDT(x)(dp(x) 2 m(Im(3) T-‘F) - log]detDT(x)l) 
x 
forVm E M(X, T). 
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Proof. Combining previous lemmas, we have 
(Vm E M(X, T)). As logg(x) = -log Jdet DT(x)) + logh(x) - loghT(x), T- 
invariance of measures leads to the desired result. q 
Remark L. We have already obtained a sufficient condition for the validity of 
Rohlin’s entropy formula in [24]. 
9. ON THE SINGULARITY OF THE INVARIANT DENSITY 
Let ,D be the invariant measure determined by Theorem 1.1 and let x0 be a sin- 
gular point of the invariant density dp/dX i.e., ess supXE UE(X,,J jdp/dX(x)I = CQ 
for any sufficiently small number E > 0. We have two kinds of type of singu- 
larity of the invariant density as follows: 
Definition. A singular point x0 E X is called a singular point with quasi- 
singularity (abbr.q-singular point) if p(&, . ..+.(xs)) < 00 for a sufficiently large 
m > 0 such that X,, ...a, (x0) does not contain another singular point. If 
p(X,, ...II,(xg)) = 00 for all m > 0 such that X0, ...a,,,(xs) does not contain other 
singular points, a point x0 E X is called a singular point with strong singularity 
(abbr.s-singular point). 
Let S be the set of all singular points of the invariant density dp/dX. 
denotes the set of all q(s)-singular points of ~1 respectively. If p is finite, 
S = Sq. In general, if ,D is infinite then both of types of singularities 
happen. 
Proposition 9.1. For each n > 0, ,u(U~!~ Bk) < 00. Zfp is injnite, then 
p(D,) = M (Vn > 0). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the formula (2-l) and the 
sq(s) 
then 
may 
fact: 
T-m& n Dm C &\Dm+n (Vn, m > 0). The second assertion is an immediate 
consequence of the fact X = Uy= I B; n D,. q 
Corollary 9.1. Zfxo E S is s-singular, then x0 E n,,, D, i.e., S” C n,,, D,. _ _ 
Proof. If x0$ n,,, D,, then 3j > 0 such that x0 E X,, ...aj(x~) C_ Bi. From 
Proposition 9.1 we have p(Xa, .+(x0)) < cc, so that V’n Lj p(X,, ...a,(x~)) < cc. 
This contradicts the s-singularity of x0. q 
Furthermore, we can establish a relation between S and n,,, D,. (Cf [24].) 
We say a point x0 E X is an indifferent periodic point if there exists a p > 0 such 
that TJ’xo = x0 and jdet DTP(xo)( = 1. 
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Theorem 9.1. Suppose that all conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisjied. Let x0 be 
an ind@erent periodic point with periodp satisfying 
(W x0 # 
1. If C,“, X(X+,) (x0)) is infinite, then x0 must be a s-singular point. 
2. Under the condition (l-3)* x0 must belong to Sq n n,,, D,. - 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.1 in [24], so the proof is omitted. •i 
The next theorem gives a further characterization of singularity of the in- 
variant density which has been already proved in [24] under the condition (I-3)‘. 
Theorem 9.2. Zf x is a limit point of ‘R( C . T)-cylinders 
Remark M. The analogous statement of the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [24] is still 
true even if we do not have (l-3)* so that ZL is infinite. 
Remark N. A limit point of R( C. T)-cylinders x is characterized as follows: 
Vn > 0, 3i, (> n) so that C(i,,x) < C, 
where C(in, x) denotes the constant C(a(&)) for the cylinder Xa(i,,(x). 
Corollary 9.2. Zf x is a limit point of R( C . T)-cylinders and 
C C ldetD&...d,(x)I = 00, 
then x E Sq. 
Proof. As x # n,,, Dn implies that p(Xnl .+,(x0)) < 00 for sufficiently large m 
so that x E S implies x E Sq. 0 
We have a two-dimensional example which suggests that the same charac- 
terization as in Theorem 9.2 may be possible even if x is not a limit point of 
R( C . T)-cylinders. A modification of Brun’s map which was defined in [24] (Cf. 
[ll]) has a fixed point 0 which is not indifferent but sup{ C(n, 0) : 12 > 0) = 00, 
so 0 E n,>, D,. On the other hand, C,“=, xx,,,. d” Er,n ldetD$d, . ..d.(O)l = 00, 
so that 0 ;s a q-singular point as ZL is finite. As we have seen, indifferent 
periodic points with (M) also give such examples. 
Remark 0. Let PO be the set of all indifferent periodic points satisfying (M). 
Then 
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(In case ,u is finite): P, c sq n fi D, 
n=O 
(In case p is infinite): Pi C S” C fi D,, 
n=O 
where Pi = {XO E PO : Cr= I X(X,,,,(xo)) = co}. 
We can not state anything about a transition from q-singularity to s-singu- 
larity in general and it seems to be a difficult problem. 
IO. FRS AND COUNTABLE STATE SOFIC SHIFTS 
As mentioned before, the well-known way to show the existence of nice in- 
variant measures by using the Perron-Frobenius operator does not rely on any 
information given by the symbolic dynamics, but relies on Renyi’s condition 
and the Markov condition. On the other hand, we can easily find examples of 
multi-dimensional piecewise smooth maps which do not satisfy both of these 
conditions but admit nice invariant measures. Such maps typically satisfy 
Renyi’s condition locally (i.e., the local Renyi condition) and the FRS condi- 
tion. We can see that the FRS condition plays an important role in showing the 
existence and further metrical properties of such invariant measures ([9], [23], 
[24]). For these reasons, we are mostly interested in FRS which are more gen- 
eral than Markov. The main purpose in this section is to show that the FRS 
condition leads us to countable state sofic shifts. (We do not need 3’ in this 
section.) There are several works on the relation between piecewise smooth 
dynamics and their symbolic dynamics ([7], [S], [18], [25]). In particular, in case 
of multi-dimensional maps, piecewise linear Markov maps are studied in [7], 
whose symbolic dynamics are finite state Markov shifts. These works seem to 
suggest a possibility of a similar relation between piecewise invertible systems 
with FRS and countable state sofic shifts. 
Theorem 10.1. Let (T, X, Q = {X=},,t, U) be a piecewise invertible system with 
FRS. Suppose that U = ( UO, UI, . . , UN} and X = UO. Then there exists a 
countable state sojic shift which realizes T in the following sense: Dejne a di- 
rected graph whose vertex set is the finite set L4, arc set is the countable alphabet 
I, where 
(10-l) there is an edge c from Ui to 4 iffor V(al . . .a,) such that TtX,, ,..ar = 
ui, xq...a,c E C and Tt+ 1 X,,.,,,,, = Uj. 
1. This labelled graph defines a one-sided edge SFT u with countable alphabet 
and a one-block map r : ts -+ 0’ where o’ is a subshift with the countable alpha- 
bet I. 
2. Let (u’, C’) be the one-sided sojic shift as given in 1, andfor (aoal . .) E C’ 
Put 
p(aoal . . .) = fi T-‘X,,. 
i=O 
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Then the map p : C’ -+ X is defined a.e. p is a bijective continuous conjugacy map, 
i.e., Tp = pa’. 
3. There exists a Markov partition for T. More spect$cally, let V be a disjoint 
partition generated by U i.e., V = { V, tl Vi, n . . fl Vi, : V, E { uk, Vi}}. Then 
Q V V is the Markov partition for T In particular, we can see 
T(QVV) C V. 
We use the following facts in the proof of Theorem 10.1. 
Remark P. T(TkX, ,... ak nx,) = Tk+*X, ,... akc. 
Remark Q. (a-, . . . a-l) (co . . . cm) is admissible (i.e., X0_,, ._, (I_, C0 ._. Cm E L) if and 
only if X(T”X,_” ...a_, n XC0 C,,,) > 0. (It suffices to note the non-singularity of T 
with respect to X.) 
The next remark gives a realization of the original system (T, X, Q, U). 
Remark R. Define C’ = {(aoal . . .) E IN: Vn > 0, A(nr=, T-‘X,,) > 0) and 
let CJ* be the shift map on IN. It follows from the non-singularity of T with 
respect to X that L’* is B* invariant. Put 
23s = 
C 
(aoal . . .) E C*: ; T-‘X,, = 0 . 
i=o 1 
The generator condition guarantees the following: 
For V(aoal . . .) E C*, ; T-‘& is at most a single point. 
i=O 
As C*\Cs is also a*-invariant, we can define p : C*\Ca + Xby 
p(aoal . . .) = z T-IX,,, 
i=O 
which is onto continuous and shift commuting. As p is not necessarily one to 
one, we have to restrict p to a suitable subset of E*\C, in order to obtain a one 
to one conjugacy map. Define 
c*’ = ; & (aoal . . .) E C*\Co: E T-‘X, E X,, 
i=O { i=O I 
Then we have the desired conjugacy map, i.e., (C*‘, C* (c.t, p Ic*f) is a realiza- 
tion of (T, X, Q,U). 
Lemma 10.1. { T”-Ln ...a_, )n,O is a monotone nested sequence of subsets of X 
with positive Lebesgue measures, and r)n,O {TnX,_n...._,} is exactly some 
Uj EL?/. 
Proof. Note that 
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T n+l Xa_(,+,)a_ n... a_, = T”+‘(Lcn+,, n T-‘X- n... a-,) 
= T”W’a++,, n -K_ n... ad 
It follows from the FRS condition that the following relation leads us to the 
desired result: 
T flfl X_(,+,)...a_, E T”+‘Xa_(,+,) n T”X_,...,_, C T”X,-n...,_,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10.1. Let us consider the natural extension of T as two-sided 
shift on sequence space 
2’ = {(. . .a_, . . .a_~; aoal . . .): 3{xi}iEZ xi E X,, and 
Txi = xi+1 (Vi E Z)}. 
,I?<_, denotes the set of all left infinite sequences appearing in points of c*. For 
(. . .a_, . .a_,) E c;_,, put 
F(. .a_, . .a_,) = {(cot, . .) E C’: (. . .a_, . . .u_,)(coq . . .) E C’}. 
Let us define an equivalence relation over ET_, as follows: 
From Remark Q and Lemma 10.1, we can easily see that 
~(...u_,...u_i) =F(...b_n. . . b-d ++ n T”X,_” ...a_, = n T”Xb_n ...b_l. 
tl>O n>O 
The FRS condition implies the finiteness of the number of equivalence classes 
so that (C’, a*) satisfies Krieger’s classical definition of sofic shift. So as well- 
known, the labelled graph defined by (10-l) is exactly the graph G whose ver- 
tices are finitely many equivalence classes (we use the same notation Vi E IA for 
these classes), and whose edges are countably many alphabets of I. It follows 
from the assumption Us = X, that U coincide with the vertex set of G. Thus we 
can take (C*,g*) for (C’,g’). We can see that a semi-infinite walk on the la- 
belled graph gives just an itinerary of an orbit relative to the atoms of Q. More 
specifically, first we remark that one-sided sequences label semi-infinite paths 
in the labelled graph G belong to C*. Suppose (10-l) and assume further the 
existence of an edge d from Uj to Uk in G. This implies in the original system 
(T, X, Q,W that 
X a, . ..a.cd E 6 and Tlf2Xa, . ..a.cd = uk. 
It follows from Remark P and Remark Q that 
int(Xd n TX,) # 0 if int(Xd n Uj) # 0, 
so that cd is admissible. Thus the admissibility rule of edges obtained from the 
labelled graph gives the admissibility rule of alphabets of Z obtained from the 
motion of the original system. Conversely for (uoui . . .) E C*, if p(uoui . . .) E 
Vi, then there is a semi-infinite path which is labelled by (uoui . . .) and starts 
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from Ui. Let us forget labels in G and let every edge be a different symbol. Then 
the new graph gives a one-sided edge SFT g. The map z is obtained by reading 
off the labels of the edges (7r : {edge} + {label}). Combining these considera- 
tions, the proof of 1 and 2 finishes. Next we will prove 3. Since T Ix, is injective, 
we have 
T(X,nV,n...ViN)=T(~“(Vi~/iOn...nVi,) 
= T(x,(Vi,)n...nTJ,(Vi,). 
If Vi, = Uj for some j and Uj = T’X,, ...c, for some X,, .,.c, E l, then 
TldUi) = T(Kzn T’Xc I.._ e,) = T’+‘(X, , ,_ c,a), 
and FRS guarantees that T’+‘(X,, . ...,=) is just some U,,, E U. 
In case V$ = Ujc for some j, since 
TX, = T(Xa n L$) u T(Xa n U,‘), 
and TX,, T(X, n Uj) are some U,,,, Ul respectively, we have 
T lx,(q:) = U, n U,C. 
So T Ix, (Vi,) is a union of elements of the partition V. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 10.1. q 
Let us define for alphabets a, b E I: 
a-b H forVi,jE{O,l,... N}, 
there is an edge from Vi to Uj labelled a iff there is an edge from Ui to Uj 
labelled b. 
If we put E(i, j) = {u E I : int(X, n Ui) # 8 and T(Xa n Vi) = Uj}, then we 
also can write: 
a 11 b w for Vi, j E (0, 1,. . .N}, a E E(i, j) iff b E E(i, j). 
The relation N defined above is an equivalence relation on the alphabet I. There 
are only finitely many equivalence classes [a] (a E I) because of the FRS con- 
dition. As mentioned in Theorem 10.1 the graph G has finitely many vertexes 
and countably many edges. If we replace an edge labelled a by a bundle of edges 
labelled [a], then we can obtain a quotient graph G* with the same vertex set as 
G and with only finitely many edges. Let J=‘( Vi) be the set of sequences of labels 
(uoai . . .) of paths starting at Vi. It follows from the generator condition that 
each map Ui + F( Ui) is bijective, so we have 
if i # j then F(Ui) # 3(Uj). 
Theorem 10.2. Under the transitivity condition (l-2) without Xas E R( C . T), the 
graph Ggives the Fisher-cover (i.e., minimal, right-resolving, irreducible cover) of 
the sofic shift it defines. So the quotient graph G* is also minimal. 
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Proof. From the definition of G, we can see that G is right resolving imme- 
diately. The irreducibility of G is obvious. As mentioned above, the minimality 
of G is valid. Suppose i # j. Then there exists a path labelled aoai . . . a, starting 
at Vi, but there is no such a path from Uj. If [a~] = [ad, . . . , [a,] = [a;], then 
there can not exist a path labelled ui . . a; in G starting at Uj because of the 
definition of the equivalence relation 21. So, in G* there is no path from Uj 
labelled [a~], . . , [a,], but there is such a path from Vi. q 
Remark S. The countable state sofic shift (C’, 0’) can be written as a product 
of a finite state sofic shift and a countable state Bernoulli shift, in some case. 
Such examples will be given in the next section. 
Il. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we give two examples of our results in this paper which occur 
from number theory. Their symbolic dynamics are countable state sofic shifts 
and furthermore each of them is topologically conjugate to a product of a finite 
state sofic shift and a countable state Bernoulli shift. 
Example 1. Let X = {(x, y) : 0 5 x, y < 1) and T is defined by 
T(x, Y) =(-l/x - I-1/4, -Y/X - [-Y/Xl), 
where [x] = max{n E 2 : n 5 x}. 
Put u(x) = -[-l/x], b(x, y) = -[-y/x]. The index set Z is given by 
z={(a,b)ENx(NU{O}):u>2,u>b}. 
The partition of X, Q = {X ca,b) : (a, b) E I} is defined as follows: 
(x, y) E X(=,b) iff u(x) = a and b(x, y) = b. 
A collection of range sets U is consist of only two subsets of X, UO = X and 
UI = {(x, y) E X : x < y}. This map T is related to number theory as follows. 
Let us define inductively 
&l(x) = a(r,- l(X)), h,(x,y) = b(r,-l(x),s,-l(x,y)), 
where (m(x), SAX, Y)) = T”(x, Y) (n 2 0). W e remark that we must restrict the 
domain X to the set {(x, y) E X : T”(x, y) E X (Vn > 0)). However, the 
Lebesgue measure of this set is equal to one, so we denote the restricted set by 
X for convenience. From the definition of T, it is easy to see that for 
W,Y) E x 
1 
x= 
Ui(X) - 1 
(1 
u*(x) - ... - 
1 
a,(x) - r,(x) 1 
and 
y= 5 (-l)k_’ xX1X2.. .Xk-,bk(X,Y) + (-l)“XXl .. .Xn-I&(X,Y), 
k=l 
where 
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xk-1 = 
1 
ak+l(x) - “’ - 
T is a piecewise invertible system with FRS which satisfies all conditions of 
Theorem 1.1, so T has a a-finite ergodic invariant measure. In fact, the explicit 
form of the invariant density h(x, y) was given in [9] as follows: 
2-x 
2(1 - x)2 
ifx<y 
@,Y) = 
1 
2(1 - x) 
if x > y. 
For convenience, let c(x, y) = u(x) - b(x, y) and so inductively cn(x, y) = 
a,,(x) - b,,(x, y) for n > 0. Then the admissibility rule of symbols of I is given as 
follows: 
(A) if ci = 1, then bi+l # 0. 
Let us define a new index set Z’ = {(c, b) : (b + c, b) E I}. Then the admissi- 
bility rule (A) can be written as follows: (1, b)(c, 0)can not happen. Let us 
divide I’ into three subsets of I’: 
Z; = {(l,b): b 3 0}, 1; = {(c, b) : c > 2, b # 0}, 
1; = {(c,O): c 2 2). 
Then we can obtain a quotient graph G* with two vertexes and with finitely 
many bundles consists of countably many edges. In this example, the partition 
Q itself is the Markov partition. 
Next we will show an example which does not satisfy the Markov condition. 
Example 2. Let X = {(x, y) : 0 5 x, y < 1) and T is defined by 
T(x,y) = -;- -; ( l [ l]+ [:I). 
Let a(x) = -[--l/x], and b(x, y) = [y/x]. Since for (x, y) E X, (-l/x, y/x) is 
in the following slash part (fig. l), the index set Z is given by Z = 
{(a, b) E N x (N u (0)) : a > 2,~ > b}. The partition Q = {X~,J)}(~,~)~~ is 
defined in the same way as in the previous example. Let Us = X and Vi = 
{(x, y) E X : x + y < 1). The appearance of Ui does not allow us to have the 
Markov property. However, T provides a a-finite ergodic invariant measure 
with the density h(x, y): 
2-x 
2(1 - x)2 
ifx+y<l 
+,Y) = 
1 
2(1 - x) 
if x+y> 1. 
(See [9].) Define c(x, y) = a(x) - b(x, y) and c,(x, y) = a,(x) - b,(x, y) in- 
ductively. Then the admissibility rule of symbols of Z is given as follows: 
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Figure 1 
if ci = 1, then ci+l # 1. 
Divide Z into three groups as follows: 
Z,={(a,b)EZ: c=l}, zZ={(a,b)Ez: c=2}, 
z, = {(L&b) E I: c > 2). 
Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
(Fig. 2.) Then we can obtain a quotient labelled graph G* with two vertexes and 
finitely many bundles consisting of countably many edges (fig. 3). 
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